
 Hi.  Here’s my process: I meditate and work on your layouts for about an hour before 

you call me at your appointment time.  You should plan an hour or so 

for your appointment and it’s always best to be completely alone  

during the phone call if possible. I want you to have the total privacy to 

discuss anything.  We will go over your layouts and things that arise as 

we talk.  I am not the type of reader that will tell you what’s going to 

happen in next few years.  Generally speaking, the time frame is next  

3-6 months.   

 I do four layouts for you. One is an overview--just a little bit of 

past, present and future.  Another one has six lines in it--a line to represent you, loved ones/

love, work, financial matters, health/physical and then one for travel/communication.   Then 

if there are people you want some focus on, I do up to 3 other names.  All I need is first 

names unless, as an example, the name is Bill and you know 3, then I would need Bill and 

first initial of his last name. I also get your 4 totem animals for the next three months--using 

North American legends about animals and their "medicine" as they call it. They give you 

good emotional and thought process advice--like if you've ever thought to yourself "I wonder 

how I should feel about this,” the animals provide clues. 

 

 

 

                                               WHITNEY—INTUITIVE READER 

        Email:  solcoachwhitney@gmail.com 

                                                                         Reading:  $150 

 

“I’ve been a client of Whitney’s for over 20 years.  That’s how good she is!  She doesn’t just tell you your future. 

She helps you grown into it.”  Anne B.  Washington, D.C. 

 

“I’ve had readings with Whitney for almost 20 years.  In that time, a few readings stopped me in my tracks; 

could she possibly know about (fill in the blank)?  Most often I am able to seem my day-to-day interactions from 

another perspective, which clears my mind as well as brings comfort, strength and confidence as I navigate my 

world.”  Lois T.   Massachusetts  


